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Abstract. On Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) delivery projects, practitioners concern themselves with the characteristics of good services and how such
services can be designed. For instance, they look for advice regarding interface
granularity and criteria to assess whether existing software assets are fit for reuse in SOA environments. In this paper, we position architectural decision modeling as a prescriptive service realization technique. We propose a multidimensional SOA decision catalog, separating platform-independent from platform-specific concerns and supporting dependency management. The catalog is
positioned in a three-stage model transformation chain for SOA.
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Introduction

There is more to constructing service abstractions of quality and style than creating
Web Service Description Language (WSDL) files or applying simple WSDL-to-code
transformation wizards. Enterprise-scale service abstractions have to meet many everchanging functional and non-functional requirements, including environmental factors
and regulatory compliance requirements; existing assets reside on various platforms.
Consequently, no single software architecture fits all purposes; many architecture design issues arise. Service modelers juggle with design tradeoffs at many decision
points [1]. There are no straightforward answers to the modeling questions that arise –
service identification, specification, and realization techniques are required [2].
For service identification and specification, several techniques have been proposed
[3] [4]; for service realization, architectural decisions [5] are a promising complementary abstraction. We define architectural decisions as conscious design decisions
concerning a software system as a whole, or one or more of its core components.
These decisions determine the non-functional characteristics and quality factors of the
system. Architectural decision modeling is an emerging field in software architecture
research [6]. Unlike other approaches to document software, architectural decision
models focus on the expert knowledge behind certain designs rather than the actual
designs; decision points present architecture alternatives with pros and cons [7].

In a SOA construction, service realization decision points include strategic concerns such as technology and product selections (composition technology, business
process engine). Finer grained modeling tasks such as finding the right service interface granularity (operation-to-service grouping, message signature shaping) form a
second decision category. Numerous decisions deal with non-functional aspects such
as operation transactionality (business-level compensation, system transactions).
For instance, a situational data warehouse application on a Personal Computer, an
e-commerce software package on a Linux workstation and a custom developed inventory management solution on a central mainframe computer might have to be integrated. Such systems typically differ in the way they manage human user access, balance
load, synchronize concurrent requests, persist data, protect themselves against security threats, and so forth – their software architectures are different. Services these systems provide to others have to acknowledge that: even if the service interfaces can be
specified in an abstract, business-driven and technology-independent way, the mapping of the abstract interfaces to implementation reality differs substantially in the
three outlined environments. As a consequence, the service realization decisions for
the three systems differ. For example, using a business process engine might not be
possible for the situational application, the software package might impose interface
granularity constraints, and the mainframe might realize its own transaction monitor.
In this paper, we propose an engineering approach to service-oriented design. We
treat service realization decisions as first-class entities that guide the service modeler
through the design process. In our approach, we explicitly capture SOA decisions in
machine-readable models. The SOA knowledge is organized in a three-level SOA decision tree, comprising of a conceptual, a technology, and a product/open source asset
level. The tree organization follows Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) principles, separating rapidly changing platform-specific concerns from longer-lasting conceptual
decisions. Architecture alternatives in the conceptual level are expressed as patterns.
A meta model allows developing tools for automation of decision identification, analysis, and enforcement; meta model element instances are created from requirements
models. Decision dependency and constraint propagation mechanisms are supported
in the tree – making one decision has an impact on many remaining decisions. For example, a business process engine is only required if process-centric service composition has been decided for. Transaction management settings must be defined consistently for various architecture elements (service components, database drivers, etc.).
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following way: Section 2 discusses
current architectural decision making practices and their shortcomings. Section 3 then
presents our position, outlining a proposal for explicit SOA decision modeling.
Section 4 sketches an action plan for further research and concludes.
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Current Architectural Decision Making Practices

Three common practices on today’s SOA delivery projects are to use general purpose
software engineering methodologies without decision modeling support, to delegate
architectural decision making responsibilities to developers or tools, and to hard wire
the architecture inside transformation. These practices have significant shortcomings:

General purpose software engineering methodologies do not model decisions.
Existing methodologies focus on design rather than decision models. There are many
design processes and notations such as the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [8] and
the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [9]; service modeling techniques are available as extensions [2] [10]. These methodologies and languages focus on defining
structural and behavioral service design models, not the dynamics and details of the
decision making process. For instance, RUP mentions architectural decisions in its
supporting documentation, even in the definition of the term software architecture [8].
However, there is no artifact or meta model element for architectural decisions.
On the other hand, consulting firms recommend documenting all architecturally relevant decisions; structured text templates are available [11]. Without model support,
documenting architectural decisions is time consuming; keeping the decision log up
to date is even more challenging. The identification of architectural decision points is
a labor-intensive process with a steep learning curve; decision making often is based
on gut feel rather than informed judgment. Enforcing decisions is a manual and errorprone process involving official code reviews and unpleasant auditing efforts.
Developers and/or SOA tools do the architectural thinking. SOA raises the level
of abstraction and is about bridging the business-IT gap, so indeed business analysts
and developers should communicate directly, and as much routine work as possible
should be automated. Therefore, one might think that architectural decision making
could be deferred to lower levels of abstraction, e.g. development or deployment
roles, or even be automated; MDA transformation tools [12] rather than architects
could be seen as the architectural authorities in control of the development process.
However, addressing conflicting non-functional requirements and general software
quality factors such as data integrity, performance, scalability, and reliability is a
complex, holistic endeavor. The architectural thinking capabilities of experienced
architects are required to make related decisions, e.g. about transaction boundaries.
Model transformations hard wire architecture. At present, design-to-implementation transformations typically do not enforce architectural decisions such as defining a
service as transactional; neither do they apply appropriate default values. As a result,
much design work is left to the developer, who encounters reconciliation problems
when modifying the generated models according to the architectural decisions and
then re-executing the design-to-implementation transformation due to requirement
changes. Hence, model transformations can not be regarded as appropriate architectural authorities in most real-world cases (e.g. when agile development is practiced).
In SOA construction, flexibility is a key success factor for the applicability of
model transformations. Modern transformations and code generators are configurable
e.g. via patterns and templates [13] [14]. However, without access to machine-readable representations of architectural decisions, configurable transformations remain
disconnected from the architectural decisions, which we view as the primary transformation configuration input. This is a fundamental governance and control issue.
We believe that due to the limitations and shortcomings of these practices, more
emphasis on architectural decision modeling is required during SOA construction. In
the next section, we outline our proposal and present its advantages.
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Support for Architectural Decision Models in SOA and MDA

In MDA transformation chains for SOA construction, actors such as analysts, service
architects, and service developers typically use three subsequent model transformations to construct platform-specific design models and code from computing-independent requirements analysis models. In such a chain, architectural decisions drive the
transformations on all levels. In our work, we position genuinely modeled decisions
as a separate track in the transformation chain (Figure 1):
CIM – Computing Independent Model
(e.g. Business Process Model, BPM)
PIM – Platform Independent Model
(e.g. Unified Modeling Language, UML)
PSM – Platform Specific Model
(e.g. Service Component Architecture, SCA)

Populate

Inject

Analysis Model
(CIM)
MT 1: CIM->PIM
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Fig. 1. Positioning of architectural decision models in three-stage transformation chain for SOA

We propose three stages of design and decision model refinement – Conceptual
(High Level PIM), Technology (Hybrid PIM/PSM), and Asset (Low Level PSM). On
all levels, a design model captures the result of the decision making; there is a corresponding decision model. Decision models are populated from the higher levels and injected into the transformations, starting from analysis model and finishing with code.
Dependency propagation relationships exist between the levels. For instance, transaction management can be discussed as an abstract pattern, but has to map to technology-specific attributes, e.g. Enterprise JavaBean (EJB) deployment descriptor entries.
The decision models serve as a communication vehicle between the actors; feedback regarding decision practicability and enforcement can be exchanged this way.
An additional use case for the decision models is to assist with the resolution of reconciliation problems. As already explained, model-driven software development
approaches encounter this problem when higher-level models are updated manually
and subsequent re-executions of generated low-level models overwrite these changes.
We are in the process of synthesizing a SOA decision tree from project experience
[15] [16] and literature [4] [17]. Table 1 on the following page elaborates on the decisions outlined in the introduction to this paper, and assigns them to the three MDA
levels introduced in Fig.1. So far, we have captured about one hundred such decisions
and key dependencies between them (e.g. in the transaction management domain).

Table 1. Excerpt from initial SOA decision tree (decision naming indicating dependencies)
MDA Level
Global

Decision point (affected design model element)
Platform/language/tool preferences (all)

PIM
(Conceptual)

Service composition technology (process)
Transaction management strategy (process)

PIM/PSM
(Technology)

Transaction attribute (service operation)
Message exchange pattern (service operation)
Operation-to-service grouping (service)
Business process engine language (process)
Transaction management pattern (process)

PSM (Asset)

EJB transaction attribute (service)
Message exchange format and transport protocol
binding (service operation)
In and out message signature design
(service operation)
Business process engine (process)

Transaction attribute (service operation)

SOAP message exchange engine (service)

Alternatives (subset)
e.g. J2EE or Linux Apache
MySQL PHP (LAMP)
Business process engine vs.
custom code
System transaction vs.
business transaction [17]
None/new/join [18]
Request-reply vs. one way
Single/multiple operations
Business Process Execution
Language (BPEL) [19], other
None vs. single distributed
transaction vs. several atomic
transactions
requires, supports, etc. [20]
SOAP/HTTP vs. JMS
messaging vs. other
Single/multiple parameters;
flat/deep XML structures
Vendor or open source (IBM
WebSphere Process Server,
ActiveBPEL, etc.)
e.g. Service Component Architecture (SCA) qualifiers
[21]
e.g. Apache Axis, IBM

Existing methodologies must be enhanced with architectural decision support.
SOA practitioners desire prescriptive advice for service realization. Such advice must
be grounded in project experience and reusable assets, e.g., reference architectures.
Method artifacts defining decision models can frame such advice. Architectural decision model instances can become part of SOA reference architectures.
SOAs must be modeled taking 4+1+1 viewpoints. As already explained, no onesize-fits-all SOA exists. The justifications for architectural decisions form a new
viewpoint as important as the traditional logical, process, development, physical and
scenario (“4+1”) views on architecture design defined in RUP [22]. Capturing architectural decisions is a recommended practice independent of the architectural style of
choice – in SOA/MDA, modeling decisions becomes a key success factor for
delivering values such as increased flexibility, agility, and productivity.
Architects identify and make architectural decisions, not tools. Making architectural decisions is a primary responsibility of the SOA solution architect on a project, not
something to be delegated to business analysts, developers, model transformations, or

any other roles or tools. One key example is the buy vs. build decision (a.k.a. design
time enterprise service composition) – should a new service be implemented, or an
existing one reused, possibly with adaptations? This decision requires deep technical
knowledge, e.g. the transaction attributes of a realizing service component candidate
have to be analyzed before the decision is made. It is not acceptable to defer such key
decisions until development time.1
Model transformations must be configurable and enforce architectural decisions.
Flexibility is a major argument for SOA. Hard wiring certain architecture designs in
model transformations or letting integration specialists reconfigure the system on
every build cycle according to the architectural decisions can not be regarded agile
enough if any heterogeneity, integration, and productivity challenges have to be met.
Automation requires formalization and/or meta modeling. An architectural decision meta model is therefore required. On top of a decision meta model, powerful tool
support can be developed. For example, project-specific instances of the model can be
created from business process analysis and other requirements models. Constraint
management can reveal architectural mismatches. Marked as resolved, decisions can
steer subsequent model transformations via decision injection (see Figure 1).

4

Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we have positioned architectural decision models as the control center
of model-driven SOA construction. Our key messages can be summarized as follows:
•
•

•
•

Architectural decisions provide an additional view on software architecture complementary to the traditional 4+1 RUP views. Decision models for
this sixth view on software architecture are a required MDA extension.
The enterprise computing domain is complex, no SOA fits all purposes.
Therefore, SOA methodologies and tools should be enhanced with genuine modeling and meta modeling support for SOA decision identification,
elaboration, and enforcement. To isolate platform-independent from platform-specific service realization decisions, SOA decision models should
adhere to MDA principles. Dependency and constraint management is required, as there are many SOA decisions influencing each other.
Making SOA decisions is a primary responsibility of services architects.
Model transformations must enforce architectural decisions and therefore
be parameterized. Decision injection is one option to do so.

Our action plan resulting from these considerations is to continue to harden our
SOA decision tree, to further extend already existing architectural decision meta
models for a SOA and MDA context and to develop a decision model population and
injection tool. We also plan to investigate several advanced usage scenarios for our
SOA decision tree, for example SOA governance and software package evaluation.
1

This also is a governance and accountability issue – due to their wide impact, architectural
decisions have contractual relevance on professional services engagements.
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